
 
 

Year 5 
Autumn (1st Half) Term 

 
Weekly Events: 
 
Monday   

  
Tuesday Spanish 
Wednesday Music; Homework to be returned 
Thursday PE – A full school PE kit is required.   

 
Friday Swimming – A full swimming kit is 

required. 
Homework given out. 
 

 
Homework: The children will have Learning Logs to record their ideas at home.  
The children will be set a task and they will decide how they wish to show their 
understanding.    
 
Reading: Each child has a reading day when they will be expected to bring 
their books into school. Ms Mira Seco will read with the children and change 
books if required. Please ensure books have been signed as you listen to your 
child read and feel free to make comments on their progress. 
 
The first part of the morning (8.55 – 9.45) is Basic Skills time, when there will 
be individual and group reading, spelling activities and comprehension.  The 
children will also practise all four number operations. It is important therefore 
that your child is punctual each day. 
 
English: This Half Term we will be studying different genres, beginning by 
using the animation ‘Paperman’ for narrative work. This will be followed by 
reading ‘Harmonica’ which links into our WWII topic. 
 
Maths: The children will be doing basic skills at 8.55-9.05, please ensure your 
child is on time, as they will miss valuable maths time if they are late.  The 
children will be covering the four operations of number (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division).  We will also work on Using and Applying to solve 
one and two step problems.  The main area of focus this half term is Place Value 
and Addition and Subtraction. 
 
 
 
 



 
Science: The half term topic is Properties and Changes of materials.   
 
Computing: In computing sessions we will be using the audacity program.  
 
History:  We will be studying World War II. This will focus on the countries 
who were involved in the war, how the war started and what effects the war 
had on Britain particularly children. 
 
RE: Our topic this half term is Faith stories. We will cover all major religions in 
our RE topics throughout the year.     
 
Music: The children will be singing with Mrs. Grindley and learning about 
different musical genres.  
 
Spanish: The children will continue to learn Spanish phrases and vocabulary 
with Mrs. Grindley.     
 
DT: The children will study a Food topic, making soup. 
 
 
 
Thank you for your continued support,  
 
Mr Dean and Ms Mira Seco 
   
 
 


